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Custom Rigging 
 
      Custom rigging is the process of 

analyzing an individual’s size, flexibility 

and power to develop settings for the boat, rigger and oar that 

provide comfort and efficiency.  Developing a Custom Rigging setup 

for an individual involves a number of steps and this paper briefly 

describes the process.  

Develop Rigging Standards Based on Measurements 

1. Compile data related to body anthropometrics including size, 

flexibility and power for athletes in various categories (M, W, LM, LW, 

MM, MW).  The chart to the right shows the measurements captured. 

2. Analyze the data in each category to determine mean, maximum, 

minimum, and standard deviations for all measurement data sets.  

3. Determine links between athlete measurement data and rigging 

dimensions.  For example, the adjustment of span relates to athlete 

stroke length, sleeve length, power capacity and target stroke rate. 

4. Develop standard rigging dimensions for all race categories based 

on average athlete measurement data. 

Determine Custom Rigging Settings for Individual Measurements   

1. Athlete completes measurement data for custom rigging. 

2. Athlete measurements are evaluated and custom rigging settings 

calculated.  The custom setting is calculated by adding and/or 

subtracting an adjustment values for each rigging 

dimension based on the difference from average.  In 

Example A, the span will be changed (from the standard 

dimension) by +1.3 cm based on the individual’s data.   

3. The span and oar outboard dimensions are calculated as they relate to the 

length and power measurements of the individual as noted in Example A.  The 

rigging settings determines the stroke length and stroke arc angle.  Blade area 

is also a factor. 

4. The calculation of oar Inboard relates to span and along with footstop 

distance determine an effective stroke position. 

5. Footstop distance is determined relative to the position of the hands at 

finish, oarhandle to front seat, leg inseam, span and inboard.  The footstop 

position controls the relative location of the stroke arc beside the boat (catch 

and finish angles) and is a critical dimension of effective rigging.   

6. Footstop height and angle are calculated from the athlete’s ankle flexibility, 

shoe size, shin length and seat to shoulder height. 

7. Oarlock height is determined from the athlete’s weight and seat to shoulder 

height. 

Once all calculations are complete the rigging dimension sheet (upper) is 

populated with the adjustment settings and a graphic (left) of the stroke 

length, arc, position, seat and footstop position is developed.  The Custom 

Rigging Setup dimensions and Graphic are reviewed and evaluated and 

possible rowing technique modifications added to the sheet.  The athlete 

receives a copy of both sheets.  Follow-up Purcerverance video analysis is 

recommended to analyze the efficiency of the rigging.  

For a complete list of athlete measurements required to calculate a Custom 

Rigging Setup go to https://purcerverance.ca/coach-support    

  Example A - Calculating Custom Span  

    a) start with the standard span dimension (159.5) 

    b) long athlete length, add 0.8cm 

    c) long sleeve length, add 0.3cm  

    d) strong erg score, subtract 0.5cm 

    e) low target race rate, subtract 0.1cm 

    f) new span dimension setting is 161.2cm 


